
P R E S E N T E D  B Y  M E A G A N N  M O R R I S

Implementing Baby Doll 
Circle Time



“In short, the ‘curriculum’ for our youngest children is the 
relationship between children and their caregivers. The 
relationship is like the perfect little black dress; the toys, 
games and everything else are simply the accessories that 

complete the look.” 

Becky Bailey and Elizabeth Montero-Cefalo



What is it?

 The goal of Baby Doll Circle Time is to enhance the 
child/caregiver relationship.

 This is done through circle time and one-on-one 
rituals.

 The child re-experiences the connection with the 
caregiver whenever he/she plays with the doll at 
circle time.

 It reduces stress and increases happy feelings



Attachment

 How do you get close in a significant relationship?

 How do you keep your identity and get close enough to be 
connected? 

 Trust and attachment are mostly developed first 3 years of 
life. 

 It is built in moments of distress.



Attachment Activity 1 

Read and discuss the scenario on your table.  With

your group, answer these questions:

1. What is the child trying to communicate with the 
care giver? 

2. How should the care giver respond?

Choose someone at your table to share your answers

with the group. 



Anxious Attachment

 Formed when the caregiver responds in an inconsistent 
way.

 The “I” is sacrificed to maintain the “we”.

 The child learns to demand the attention in order to 
experience the attuned moment again.



Avoidant Attachment

 Formed when the caregiver responds in a cold, distant or 
negative way. 

 The “we” sacrificed for the “I”.

 The child often withdrawals and distrusts others, learning 
to cope alone. This can look like independence, but often 
feels like rejection. 



Secure Attachment

 Baby Doll Circle Time helps to form a secure attachment by 
providing a R.O.A.D map.
 Respond Consistently

 Organize Yourself

 Attune to the Child

 Describe by “mind reading” Intentions and Desires

 “I” and “we” are balanced.



Attachment Activity 2

At your tables, read through the scenarios and decide

which type of attachment the child most likely has-

secure, avoidant, or anxious.  Why? 



Attunement

 Attunement happens when one person can focus their 
attention on the internal world of another. 

 Depends on your ability to be fully present.

 Use the D.N.A. process to notice and interpret nonverbal 
cues.
 Describe

 Name

 Acknowledge



Social Play

 Social games like pat-a-cake and peek-a-boo a an important 
part of development.

 Your expressions and reactions to a child’s nonverbal cues 
are key.

 Adults should extend the game.

 I Love You rituals 



Baby Doll Circle Time



Getting Started

 Materials:
 Multiethnic dolls

 Basket 

 Small blankets

 Diapers

 Band-Aids



The Five Steps

 Step 1: Transition to Getting Your Baby

 Step 2: Beginning Awareness

 Step 3: Connection
 Peek-a-Boo

 Body Parts

 Booboos

 I love you rituals

 Stop and Go

 Emotions

 Step 4: Cuddling and Soothing

 Step 5: Ending and Transition to Next



How to make it SUCCESSFUL

 Content/Intent/Strategies

 Seating Arrangement

 Speed

 Incorporating Sounds

 Transitions

 Length and Frequency



Open House Policy

 What happens if they don’t all come to circle?



How to make it One-on-One?

 What are some things you do with children everyday?

 Diapering//bathroom breaks

 Nap

 Centers

 Meals

 Greetings/Good byes



Including Families

 Talk to families about Baby Doll Circle Time

 Ask them what rituals they have

 Give them copies of some of the rituals

 Ask them to participate

 Suggest they try it at home





Assessment

 Child assessment

 Caregiver assessment



Songs and Activities



Peek-a-boo

 Video 4:50-5:30



Body Parts

Where are…

Video 3:31-4:09



Booboos

Falls are scary
 … My Baby Starts to run, 

My baby starts to run,

This is my baby, 

MY BABY FALLS!

And starts to cry. 

 You are safe. I’m going to check your *hands*.  All is 
well!

 Falls are scary, *I’m going to hold you tight*. 

 Are you ready to play Again? Yes or No



Bear/Bunny Star/Egg

I Love You Rituals



Stop and Go

 At your tables… 
 Choose a leader, the rest of the group will be 

children. 
 Practice how you might do this Baby Doll Circle 

Time. Ritual on next slide!
 Try it a few times
 Report to the group

 How might you have done this differently? 
 What are some other ways to practice stopping and 

going?



Ritual

 Step 1: Getting Your Baby
 Step 2: Beginning Awareness

 Tune of “Farmer in the Dell”
 My baby walks like a duck, My baby walks like a duck, this is my 

baby, my baby walks like a duck
 My baby sits in my lap… 
 (Make up your own)

 Step 3: Connection
 Baby over head flying
 Fly little Birdy, Fly so fast!,,,Fly so slow!...Fly so low!...Fly so High!
 Fly little Birdy, Stop and land on the tree (rest baby on shoulder)
 Stop and land in your nest. (sitting baby in lap) Repeat as desired

 Step 4: Cuddling Soothing
 Baby smells flowers (inhale), blows out candles (exhale) 

 Step 5: Ending Transition



Emotions

 Video 0:55-1:55

 Conscious Discipline Breathing Exercises
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